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Avoid this! I have never written a poor review about a publication, but what bothered me the
most was that the author claims that method works for kids +18 a few months. Mine is 22 a few
months, and many of the guidelines she provides can't perhaps apply to a kid that age. My
oldest have been so resistant to actually the concept of likely to the potty, I was desperate,
then I found this book and it provided me the tools and techniques and most importantly the
confidence to tackle schooling both my boys at once! Give them stickers as a reward?
Impossible for a 1,5 year previous, or perhaps a 2 year old. Let them attract the whole thing?
And that Tuesday she wore panties to school and shocked her teachers... Again, she's clearly
discussing older children. I also hardly understand why she insists on discarding diapers
completely, also during naps and during the night. It's physically impossible for a kid that
young to stay dry overnight. Pretty informative, pretty clear Pretty informative, pretty very clear.
I browse the whole publication, tried to apply the method to my 22 month old small boy, and
experienced to ditch this technique entirely. So we have been still fighting the nice fight
despite reading this publication. We do over Memorial Day time weekend. We're taking a break
from the potty for the present time so we can recover from this fiasco. And I think I will ease into
it in a much more relaxed way next week roughly. We'll handle it over time. This whole radical
approach to ditching diapers entirely simultaneously is insane. I'm starting to question how legit
all those stellar reviews are. No issue with supplier however the book itself is poorly . .. Followed
this technique for my then 18 month old.. Right now at nearly 3 she doesn't need mommy's help
in the bathroom any longer (although she still has me come view). It had been physically
difficult for me personally to properly care for my 6 month older while upon this crazy potty
teaching method. Even down to just how she advises to speak to your kid and cause with
him/her . I tell everyone concerning this ebook. It worked well completely! I don't remember her
last awake accident. She still has nighttime mishaps or if we have been on an extended car
ride and she's asleep. Again, she's referring to older toddlers, closer to 3 in my opinion. Had
several editorial issues but have found considerably worse in various other potty training
books. Wish it had more info on nap period and bedtime, but general I thought it had been a
very helpful book and referred back to it several times. Gave me the self-confidence to potty
teach my child! She says she's written this publication from her own encounter, but I suspect her
very own experience is founded on children that were closer to three years old. So happy with
this purchase! helpful hints Some helpful hints for sure, I suggest reading well ahead of your
potty training, not a week prior. My child is 3 but still not fully potty trained. He is not accident
free so they wont i want to bring him in undies at daycare. No issue with supplier however the
reserve itself is poorly written/edited and has more random discussion in it than it does a
genuine potty training plan Make the training fun THE WRITER also a mother helps to unveil the
means of helping the young ones in training them with the Potty and how exactly to use it
because they grow up. The author mentions she has several kids, but this reserve doesn't also
address how to deal with this intense technique while taking care of another baby. So pleased
with this purchase I trained a 4 and 2 1/2 calendar year old simultaneously with this book!99
among others were $10. I'll be honest, I bought this book because it was $0. I'm happy I went
inexpensive because my 2 calendar year old went from full time pull-ups to full time underwear!
Tips and strategies Jennifer devote this publication taught me and offered me the various tools
to be successful.I do feel like this book could possibly be slimmed down quite a bit. Followed
this technique for my then 18 month older... He pees/poops in the home just great but once we
set off its strike or miss. Making it fun in the process of training the infant may be the baseline of
helping the him/her to adopt to tjis new lease of life as described in this book
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